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Quincy





“Death, like life itself, is a 
drama with a beginning, 
middle, and end.”

“There has to be a scientific 
explanation for this”









You Do Autopsies for a Living?



Pathologists do a job that many of us 
feel deeply uneasy about. They are 
the linchpin of modern medicine. 
Their work involves searching out the 
roots of disease, designing the best 
treatment for the patient and 
diagnosing disease. They must 
dissect dead bodies, sample tissue 
and deal with life, disease and death 
in a way that most of us would prefer 
not to confront.

















As is our pathology so is our practice...what the 
pathologist thinks today, the physician does 
tomorrow. 

Sir William Osler, M.D.
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How Successful?How Successful?

>3 million hits/month (July 2006)>3 million hits/month (July 2006)
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Successful but Effective?Successful but Effective?

Just because your voice 
reaches halfway around 
the world doesn't mean 
you are wiser than 
when it reached only to 
the end of the bar.

Edward R. Murrow



I can't give you a sure-fire 
formula for success, but I 
can give you a formula for 
failure: try to please 
everybody all the time.

Herbert Bayard Swope



CriticsCritics

Choice of articlesChoice of articles
Explanatory NotesExplanatory Notes
Treatment regimensTreatment regimens
Detailed versus Detailed versus 
GeneralizedGeneralized
LinksLinks



A Cry for HelpA Cry for Help……

I donI don’’t understand my pathology reportt understand my pathology report……
I have a diseaseI have a disease……
There is nothing on the webThere is nothing on the web……
My doctor cannot help meMy doctor cannot help me……



Our Cry for Help?Our Cry for Help?

Organized collection of Organized collection of 
pathology literaturepathology literature
Definitive resource for Definitive resource for 
cliniciansclinicians
Explanation of the role Explanation of the role 
of pathologists of pathologists 
Partnership with Partnership with 
hospitals, 3hospitals, 3rdrd partiesparties





35 year old woman35 year old woman
Red raised papules over right breastRed raised papules over right breast

Punch biopsy takenPunch biopsy taken



WhatWhat’’s Your s Your 
Diagnosis?Diagnosis?



RosaiRosai--DorfmanDorfman DiseaseDisease
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Medical News You Can UseMedical News You Can Use

……We are waiting for the We are waiting for the 
resultsresults……
UpdatesUpdates
Regional and National Regional and National 
DistributionDistribution



PagetPaget’’ss Carcinoma?Carcinoma?

HumorHumor
InformationInformation
Dynamic Role on Health Dynamic Role on Health 
Care TeamCare Team



The way to become boring 
is to say everything.

Voltaire



Can a pathologist make a difference?Can a pathologist make a difference?





"Pease allow me to thank you for posting "Pease allow me to thank you for posting 
your article on vestibular your article on vestibular papillomatosispapillomatosis. I . I 
only wish I had seen it 10 months ago! only wish I had seen it 10 months ago! 
Your comparison of symptoms is Your comparison of symptoms is 
something that I have now forwarded on something that I have now forwarded on 
to the three doctors who misdiagnosed to the three doctors who misdiagnosed 
my condition as HPV. It makes it quite my condition as HPV. It makes it quite 
clear how one can distinguish between clear how one can distinguish between 
the two conditions. Talking to my family the two conditions. Talking to my family 
doctor who is in the US...and doing web doctor who is in the US...and doing web 
research on HPV, I simply could not research on HPV, I simply could not 
understand how what I was experiencing understand how what I was experiencing 
was being diagnosed as such. I tried very was being diagnosed as such. I tried very 
harsh chemical treatments and almost harsh chemical treatments and almost 
underwent laser surgery at these Dr's underwent laser surgery at these Dr's 
suggestion. suggestion. 



Luckily, I continued to question why nothing about what I Luckily, I continued to question why nothing about what I 
was experiencing was consistent with HPV and why the was experiencing was consistent with HPV and why the 
treatment was certainly having no beneficial effect. If treatment was certainly having no beneficial effect. If 
anything, the treatments made me much more uncomfortable anything, the treatments made me much more uncomfortable 
and ill. Anyway, I just wanted to let you know that my new and ill. Anyway, I just wanted to let you know that my new 
doctor who finally diagnosed vestibular doctor who finally diagnosed vestibular papillomatosispapillomatosis
pointed me to your web page to help convince me that he was pointed me to your web page to help convince me that he was 
right. After 10 months of this nightmare, it was hard to believeright. After 10 months of this nightmare, it was hard to believe! ! 
I want you to know how much I appreciate your information."I want you to know how much I appreciate your information."



As a general rule, the most 
successful man in life is 
the man who has the best 
information.

Benjamin Disraeli



















“I’ll be referring you to a pathologist”
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